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1. Development of Soil Moisture Measurement
System
Our department students helped small and marginal farmers
by developing Soil moisture measurement system for water
management of grape farming. The idea about development of this
system is come from the discussion of farmers from Pimpalgaon
Baswant village with our Principal, Dr. N.S.Patil. As per the
requirements of farmer Dr. N.S. Patil shared this idea to our T.E.
Instrumentation students and guided to them for development of
this soil moisture measurement system. The developed system is
low cost and is helpful to farmers for planning of water supply to
grapes farm according to the moisture level of soil. So that it will
help to farmer to get quality yield of grapes for export. Initially
students are developed prototype system and tested in college. For
this prototype system conductivity type moisture sensors, Arduino
processor and LCD display are used. This system measures moister
of soil at three levels (at 1, 2 and 3ft. deep from surface level of
field).

Visit of Hon. Sarchitnis Madam, Shrimati. Nilimatai Pawar, Principal, Dr. N.S.
Patil and farmers from Pimpalgaon Baswant.

This soil moisture measurement system was developed by Mr.
Suyash Gadhave, Mr. Nishant Joshi and Mr. Bhushan Karanjkar
from T.E. Instrumentation and Control Enginnering. For this
project Dr. B.J.Parvat and Mr. V.S. Ahirrao provide time to time
support and guidance to these students at department level.
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2. Heart Beats per Minute Measurement
Name of student:
1. Mr. Gunjal Mahendra Balasaheb
2. Mr. Jadhav Nishant Sunil
3. Mr. Patil Yogesh Jagdish
Year: BE 2019-20
Title: Heart Beats per Minute Measurement
Analyzing Electrocardiogram (ECG) signals are important to understand
the functionality of the heart. The abnormalities and the conditioning of
the heart is evaluated by ECG signals. It is one of the simplest, easiest,
fastest and cost effective to evaluate the functioning of the heart.
The electrical activity is related to the impulses that travel through the
heart that determines the heart rate and rhythm. The detection of QRS
complex becomes the most crucial problem in ECG signal analysis
because QRS complex is large in amplitude and short in time occupied,
hence detecting QRS complex quickly and accurately is the premise of
computing relative parameters and diagnosing.
In the process of detecting ECG signals, various interferences and noises
inevitably mix into signals, power interference and base line drift
seriously affects the accuracy of detecting QRS waveforms. So for
filtering out these noise we have used three types of filter in the BPM
measurement system.The heart beats per minute measurement system
will gives the heart rate of patient directly on the LCD display by counting
the number of QRS complexes in a one minute through micro-controller.

Fig. 1: General Pattern of the QRS waveform
(Source: www.google.co.in)
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Acquisition of ECG signal and Design of ECG amplitude Circuit:
An ECG signal is very weak signal with a range of 1 mV in amplitude with
a frequency 0.05-120 Hz. As the signal amplitude is very small, to
process the signal it must be amplified with a high gain of about 1000.
The typical characteristics of the op-amp should be of high input
impedance and high common mode rejection ratio (CMRR). The typical
circuit for the amplification of ECG signal uses an instrumentation
amplifier.
Circuit analysis:

1. Instrumentation Amplifier:
IC Used: AD620
Gain: 500(approx.)
Rag: 100 ohm
3
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2. Low Pass Filter:
IC Used: LM324
Resistor values: R1=670kohm, R2=670 kohm
Capacitor values: C=2.2 nF
Gain: Av = 1
Fc = 1/ (2*pi*670k*2.2n) =107.9Hz=108Hz
3. High Pass Filter:
IC Used: LM324
Resistor values: R1=1 kohm, R2=1 kohm, R3= 1.5kohm,
R4= 1.5kohm
Capacitor values: C1=100microF, C2=100microF
Gain: Av = 1+1 = 2
Fc = 1/ (2*pi*1.5k*100micro*100micro) =1.06Hz=1Hz
4. Notch Filter:
IC Used: LM324
Resistor values: R1=12 Mohm, R2=12 Mohm, R3= 6 Mohm
Capacitor values: C1=270 pF, C2=270 pF, C3=540 pF
Fo = 1/ (2*pi*R1*C1) =50 Hz
The Heart Beats per Minute Measurement system can be applied in the
real world. By using this module, the abnormalities of the heart can be
easily diagnosed.

3. Coupled Tank Level Control Using PLC
Name of student:
1. Mr. Pranav Vikram Ahire
2. Mr. Rushikesh Arvind Bhagvat
Year: TE 2019-20
Title: Coupled Tank Level Control Using PLC
Keywords:

PLC-Programmable

Logic

Controller,

VFD-Variable
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Frequency Drive, CPU-Central Processing Unit, SMPS-Switch-Mode Power
supply
Automation has been an integral part of industries which provides safety,
accuracy, eﬃciency and less human intervention with dangerous
chemical process. So, our project work is on “Coupled Tank Level
Controller by using PLC S7 1200”. Level management using PLC is design
to control the level of ﬂuid and avoid wastage of ﬂuid in the tank. The
system has an automatic pumping system attach to it. We are controlling
the ﬂuid level by using PLC, Sensors and motor with VFD. The purpose
for doing this project is reducing time consumption and human resource
consumption, increase product revenue and greater accessibility or more
security.
Introduction: PLC is Programmable Logic Controller is a kind of
computer that is specially designed for industrial control purpose. It can
achieve continual or discrete control goals in many environments.
Originally, PLCs are the substitutions of relays in an industrial control
system in the 1960s. During that period, a programmable logic controller
is commonly abbreviated as PC. However, the abbreviation has been
changed to PLC in order to avoid misunderstanding the programmable
logic controller as a personal computer. PLC is to ﬁnd a chance to
regenerate complex relay control systems. The device is required to be
simply programmed, reliable and cheap to be maintained.
PLC consists of ﬁve common blocks as follows:
1. Rack Assembly, which is used for mounting inputs and outputs
terminals,
power
supply,
and
processor
unit.
2. Power Supply, which can provides direct current (DC) or alternating
current
3. Input/output Section, which are used for connecting external terminals
for devices to the PLC.
4.
CPU,
which
controls
all
operations
of
the
system.
5. Programming Device, which is used for programming the PLC.
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REFERENCE:
[1]https://cache.industry.siemens.com/dl/files/465/36932465/att_106119/v1/s7120
0_system_manual_en-US_en-US.pdf

Field of working
Level Transmitter:
CAPVEL Capacitance Level Indicator, Controller and Transmitter
Operating Principle CAPVEL is composed of specially developed
Capacitance Change Gauging circuit. It uses fast RISC based processor
to perform all the complicated jobs of evaluating the Level out of the
capacitance. This capacitance is formed by the sense Rod and the metallic
container wall. Where containers are non-metallic or not uniformly wide
or having turbulent ﬂuid, a metallic stilling well is provided. The amount
of capacitance is proportional to the level of material between the sense
rod and metallic wall of stilling tube or container.
System Description:
Capvel is composed of cast aluminum housing, supplied with
suitable mounting arrangement viz. NPT, Flanges and two metallic cable
entries .An External Earthling /Grounding Terminal is also provided. The
sensing rod which is mostly Teﬂon coated. This sensing rod can be
replaced by ﬂexible probe for some applications. The stilling tube is also
provided for turbulent ﬂuids, irregular width tanks, and non-metallic
tanks or for ﬂuids with low dielectric .Opening the threaded aluminum
cover, an electronic insert could be found. This is the electronic unit which
converts the level into 420mAsignal depending on the calibration. The
status LED is a bicolor LED that blinks alternately in Red and Green to
indicate instrument is in process of converting the level to 4-20mA signal.
Two DIP switches are provided to calibrate the 4mA and 20mA points.
The calibration is easy. The two wires connected at the back are preconnected sensor wires. CAPVEL Can be wired in two possible
combinations. Preferred one is galvanic ally isolated, 4-wire, and
combination. Where only one source of power is available, 3-wire, non6
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isolated combination can also be used. The converted level signal can be
sensed using a 4-20mA indicator or PLC 4-20mA input or Multi-meter in
40mArange or any-other device that takes4-20mA signal as input.
Mechanical Specification:
Housing : Cast aluminum weather & Flame proof suitable for mounting in
hazardous area Gas
Group IIA & IIB as per IS-2148
Mounting : Integral with sense rod or probe with SS / MS (plated)
Cable
Entry
Screw
1”/1-1/2”
BSP/NPT
(M)
Sensing : Fully or Partially Teﬂon Coated Rod, Flexible Probe SS 316
Gland type : Double Compression Gland
Electrical Specification:
Mains: 9v to 30v dc
Power Consumption: max 1 watt @12Vˆ
Measurement Specs: Response Time: 0.5 to 5 sec.
Measurement Specs: Response Time: 0.5 to 5 sec.
Accuracy: +/- 1 % FSL
Electronics Ambient Temp: 0 C. to + 60 C
User Interface: 4 Digit Display with 4 Keys + 2 LEDs
Output:
Output – 1: 4-20mA, Galvanic ally Isolated.
Output - 2: Rs485 Digital Data
Output - 3: Controlling Devices connected with External Relay
(Reference: https://www.sapconinstruments.com/files/Capvel-LP-Manual.pdf)

Figure: User interface of transmitter

Overall framework:

According

to

characteristics of the level
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transmitter, we carried out the calibration of CAPVEL Capacitive Level
Transmitter. We studied the working of actual transmitter and then
accordingly checked the wiring connections of the level transmitter. By
giving the 24V supply through SMPS and by setting the set point of the
water level in tank, we have calibrated the respected Level Transmitter.

4. Introduction to Ultra-Wideband (UWB) Technology
Name of student:
1. Mr. Satyam Bhandare
Year: TE 2019-20
Title: Introduction to Ultra-Wideband (UWB) Technology
Objective
Ultra-wideband is a radio technology that can use a very low energy
level for short-range, high-bandwidth communications over a large
portion of the radio spectrum. UWB has traditional applications in noncooperative radar imaging. Most recent applications target sensor data
collection, precision locating and tracking applications. Ultra-wideband
(UWB) is a short-range wireless communication protocol—like Wi-Fi or
Bluetooth—uses radio waves of short pulses over a spectrum of
frequencies ranging from 3.1 to 10.5 GHz in unlicensed applications.
The term UWB is used for a bandwidth (BW) that is larger or equal to 500
MHz or a fractional bandwidth (FBW) greater than 20% where FBW =
BW/fc, where fc is the centre frequency.
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UWB served for high data rate communication having transformed from
data transmission to a secure ranging technology. UWB technology
provides applications in IoT smart enterprise, smart mobility, smart
retail, smart home, & automotive applications.
Applications:
Ultra-wideband

characteristics

are

well-suited

to

short-distance

applications, such as PC peripherals. Due to low emission levels
permitted by regulatory agencies, UWB systems tend to be short-range
indoor applications. Due to the short duration of UWB pulses, it is easier
to engineer high data rates; data rate may be exchanged for range by
aggregating pulse energy per data bit (with integration or coding
techniques).

Conventional orthogonal

frequency-division

multiplexing (OFDM) technology may also be used, subject to minimumbandwidth

requirements.

enable wireless monitors,

the

High-data-rate
efficient

transfer

UWB
of

data

may
from

digital camcorders, wireless printing of digital pictures from a camera
without the need for a personal computer and file transfers between cell9
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phone handsets and handheld devices such as portable media players
UWB is used for real-time location systems; its precision capabilities and
low

power

make

it

well-suited

for

radio-frequency-sensitive

environments, such as hospitals.
REFERENCES:
[1]https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U- wideband
[2]https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/technical-articles/introduction-to- ultrawideband-uwb-technology
[3]https://www.sourcengine.com/blog/nxp-ultra-wideband-uwb- technology-forsmart-wireless-devices

5. Digital Marketing
Name of student:
1. Ms. Meenal Waje
Year: SE 2019-20
Title: Digital Marketing
“A digital marketing strategy provides the framework your
company needs to make the best decisions for strategic development and
implementation.”
Digital marketing encompasses all marketing efforts that use an
electronic device or the internet. Businesses leverage digital channels
such as search engines, social media, email, and other websites to
connect with current and prospective customers.
 Types of Digital Marketing:
1. Website
The website is often the home to your digital marketing efforts. Brands
and organizations use websites to host content while using other
10
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mediums to distribute it. Most of your digital marketing activities will link
back to your website, where an action is expected to take place, and the
conversions are tracked. For example, the download of a file, booking of
a product or a service, and so on.
2. Content Marketing
Content creation is the spine of your entire digital marketing strategy.
Whether you’ve got a documented content marketing strategy or not,
you’re creating content to inform, entertain, inspire, or persuade your
buyers through other channels. Some of the most common formats of
content include text (blog posts), videos, images, info graphics, podcasts,
slide decks, and eBooks.
3. Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
SEO acts as a jetpack for your content marketing efforts. SEO consists of
on-page and off-page activities to boost your website’s visibility in search
engine result pages (SERPs) for your preferred keywords. Earlier, SEO
was primarily text-based, but in recent years voice search has gained
prominence as well, which is why your SEO activities need to have a
conversational approach.
4. Digital Advertising
Digital advertising is an umbrella term for various online advertising
strategies. The typical pricing/bidding strategies for digital advertising
are cost-per-click (CPC) and cost-per-mille (CPM), i.e., per thousand
impressions. Common formats of digital advertising are search engine
marketing (SEM), display advertising, native advertising, social media
advertising, and programmatic advertising.
5. Email Marketing
Email marketing is the process of maintaining a database of cold and
warm contacts and sending them email alerts about your brand, products
and services. It is an effective channel to communicate with your
audience on an ongoing basis. Email marketing is useful to build your
subscriber base, onboard new customers, retain existing ones, promote
discounts and offers, and distribute content.
6. Social Media Marketing:-Social media marketing ensure you are
present on the platforms your users are spending the most time on.
These include Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Snapchat, and Instagram,
11
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where you can distribute content through both – organic and paid
channels. Social media has also played a vital role in propagating video
marketing and the ephemeral content wave. It enables two-way
communication and your fans and followers can interact with you on your
content through likes, comments, direct messages, or by posting on your
official pages.
7. Affiliate Marketing
The concept of affiliate marketing is similar to commission-based sales.
Organizations provide custom links to their affiliates. Affiliates earn a
specific cut/commission every time someone buys through their custom
link. Influence marketing could be considered a modern and evolved
spin-off of affiliate marketing.
8. Mobile Marketing
The number of smartphone users across the world is expected to grow to
3.5 billion in 2020. To bank on this opportunity, brands connect with their
users on their smartphones through mobile apps, emails, mobile-friendly
websites, and social media. By connecting with users on the go, brands
have been able to optimize their marketing strategies and send timely
messages.
9. Online PR
Online Public Relations is a type of earned media. This is when a member
of the press (journalist or online publication) mentions your brand
through their stories, interviews, and so on. Product reviews by
customers and bloggers and Influencers mentioning your brand or
products whether paid or organic also contribute to your online PR.
10. Conversational AI
The rise of technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning (ML) have paved the way for more evolved marketing strategies
such as conversational AI. As the adoption of voice search, Chabot, and
digital assistants becomes prevalent, conversational AI becomes vital to
digital marketing.
11. Web Analytics
Web analytics is the practice of collecting, measuring, analyzing, and
reporting data. This is commonly tracked through Google Analytics, but
websites could also build their analytical tools. The data collected could
12
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be quantitative or qualitative. Web analytics helps marketers understand
the sources of traffic, what's working and what's not, the return on
investments (ROI), and how they can enhance their digital marketing
efforts.[4]
 The Role Of Digital Marketing In Future:
While traditional marketing might exist in print ads, phone
communication, or physical marketing, digital marketing can occur
electronically and online. This means that there are a number of endless
possibilities for brands including email, video, social media, or websitebased marketing opportunities.
The event marketing industry has seen a lot of changes
because of the COVID-19 pandemic and other global events. Social
distancing means that brands cannot rely on in-person events to market
or sell products. As countries around the world imposed various forms of
quarantine, companies started to shift to a work-from-home setup.
These changes have certainly impacted a lot of businesses, but
instead of being paralysed, you can take advantage of new opportunities.
Packaging content in sharable and personalised ways means attendees
and those who missed the event get more value. Plus, sophisticated lead
capture systems can be set up to identify the top prospects.
In-person event KPI’s are no longer applicable because virtual
events use different metrics to gauge success. When the data is analyzed,
many businesses will discover that virtual event marketing actually has
a wider reach and is more cost-effective. The online marketing landscape
changes rapidly, so it’s about adapting to beat the competition by utilizing
the latest technology.[3]
 Benefits Of Digital Marketing For Small Business:
Digital marketing is all about reaching out to targeted clients
at the right time. In today’s technological and digitized world,
connecting with your customers online is the best way to develop
your business.
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Since the internet has become an inevitable part of the modern world,
today’s competitive marketplace requires intelligent digital marketing
strategies for the launch and growth of any business.
Especially start-ups and small businesses need a higher level of a
digital marketing plan to generate and enhance their communication with
potential customers.
The group of potential customers that are found online is a much
larger group of people than you are likely to be able to attract locally.
Using digital marketing, you can reach an enormous audience in a way
that is both cost-effective and measurable. [2]
Other benefits of online marketing include:
•
•
•
•
•

The ability to interact with your prospects and learn exactly what they
are looking for
The ability to reach a global marketplace
You can save money and reach more customers for less money than
traditional marketing methods
Get to know your audience and allow them to know you personally
which can help to create brand loyalty
You can track responses to your marketing efforts immediately [1]

REFERNCES:
[1]https://www.google.com/search?client=firefox-bd&q=Benefits+of+Digital+Marketing+for+Small+Businesses
[2]https://digitalmarketinginstitute.com/blog/why-digital-marketing-is-importantfor-small-business
[3]https://digitalagencynetwork.com/the-role-of-virtual-event-marketing-in-thefuture/
[4]https://marketing.toolbox.com/articles/what-is-digital-marketing-definition-typesbest-practices-with-examples
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6. Automatic Hand Sanitizer
Name of student:
1. Mr. Yash Shelake
Year: TE 2019-20
Title: Automatic Hand Sanitizer
With the spread of COVID-19 (Corona Virus) pandemic it’s most
important to use hand sanitizer to disinfect hands to keep ourselves safe
from COVID-19. Normally bottled hand sanitizers are used and are good
for single person but are in public places where large number of persons
use them they become inconvenient and expensive. I present its new
offering the Automatic Hand Sanitizer which is an ideal sanitizing solution
for factories, offices, hospitals, malls, railways, shops, and above all your
home as well. Such sanitizer has advanced touch less fully automatic
operation, by simply keeping our hands on the front end of sanitizer and
is sprays sanitizer within seconds this way it avoids any human touch.
Also is has 2 liter refillable container.
Auto Sanitizer Machine uses IR Proximity sensor for the detection of
hands. IR proximity sensor has one IR light source and one detector. IR
source is continues emits radiations and when hands are come in its
range then radiations are reflected back and are detected by detector,
and it produces output voltage. This output is given to DC pump and
though the pump is operated. This total circuit is works on 5 volt DC
supply. And we can also operate it on power bank.
Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Components
IR Proximity Sensor
PNP Transistor
DC Pump
1𝐾Ω Resistor
Container
USB Cable

Cost (INR)
90
30
150
5
60
6
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How it works:
Step 1:

Step 2:

Place
your hand below the
bottom of the
dispenser at middle.

Required
quantity of the
sanitizer gets sprayed.

Step 3:

Dispenser becomes
ready for the next
person quickly.

Installation at Instrumentation and Control Engineering Department

7. Password based Wiremen Safety
Name of Student:
1. Ms. Vadassery Priyanka Vishwambhar
2. Ms. Deore Shivani Anil
3. Ms. Jadhav Sharayu Shashikant
Year: BE 2019-20
Title: Password based Wiremen Safety
16
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Abstract:
Security is the prime concern in our day to day life. Everyone needs to
be securing as much as possible. The electric line man safety system is
designed to control a circuit breaker by using a password for the safety
of electric man. Critical electrical accidents to line men are on the rise
during electric line repair due to lack of communication and co-ordination
between the maintenance staff and electric substation staff. This
proposed system provides a solution that ensures safety of maintenance
staff, i.e. line man. The control to turn on or off the line will be maintained
by the line man only because this system has an arrangement such that
a password is required to operate the circuit breaker (on/off). The system
is fully controlled by a microcontroller from AVR family. A matrix keypad
is interfaced to the microcontroller to enter the password. The entered
password is compared with the password generated. If the password
entered is correct, only then the line can be turned ON/OFF. The basic
idea behind this project is shown in the following fig. To repair a particular
section of the electric supply line, the lineman wants to turn off the supply
to that line. For this he first put a request to the system. Then the system
responds to him using the LCD display to enter the password. Then the
system generates a password and it will be sent to the phone (the no of
which is stored in the program). The password-based circuit breaker can
also be implemented in automatic door locking system for providing high
security. And, can be implemented to control electronic appliances to
save the power.
Introduction
The main objective of this project is human and equipment safety in the
power distribution sectors. Every newspaper has an article dedicated to
the loss of life due to electrocution of the wiremen due to
miscommunication and inadequate safety measures. Every life is
important and thus our project provides a safe and secure way to ensure
the same. There are multiple research papers that discuss electrical
safety issues and norms, and how they can be implemented in various
departments especially the power sectors to avoid these fatal accidents.
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Many injuries and deaths have been the result of direct and indirect
contact with electricity. Until recently, the primary issue has been
electrocution through shock. More recently the hazards associated with
the “arc blast” have come to the forefront of electrical safety.
[1] There are various myths as well as facts about Electrical safety.
Information is one extremely important part of electrical safety.
Misinformation can undue years of work and damage credibility to the
point that nothing that is said further will correct the problem when
working in the field.
[2] There is an already existing system but is not used that widely and
the idea to implement our project came from the same. Circuit breakers
play a vital role in maintaining system security. Since their
malfunctioning could results in further component outages and may lead
to the insecure operating conditions. During maintenance of distribution
lines there is a chance of communication gap between the electric line
and substation operator or staff. This communication gap may risk life of
electric line man. The control to turn ON/OFF the line lies with the line
man only. During maintenance, the entire line is turned off this cause
inconvenience to the consumers.
3] Another paper discusses the implementation of the proposed project.
The implemented design has its heart is microcontroller Atmega2560 for
controlling all the action like recognizing the exact password entry and
discrimination between wrong and correct password. The main concept
of our project is to minimize the chances of any undesirable incidents.
The relay will operate at the time of correct password is being typed so
we added a 4×4 matrix keypad for password input and a 16×2 LCD
display for observing the status of processes like correct PASSWORD
MATCHED and false password is detected or PASSWORD INCORRECT on
the screen.
[5] Thus, by referring such published papers we developed a passwordbased system providing the wiremen a much safer way to carry out their
work.
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The basic idea behind this design is that to repair a particular
section of the electric supply line, the lineman needs to turn off the supply
to that line. For this he first puts a request to the system. Then the
system responds to him using the LCD display to enter the password. If
the password entered is correct the supply to only that particular line will
be cut off, causing no disturbance to other lines. Thus the lineman can
safely operate on or repair that concerned area.
REFERENCES:
[1]“REDUCINGELECTROCUTIONFATALITIESININDIAANIEEESIGHTANDIASPROJECT”b
y;JohnP.Nelson, P.E. and Satish Chaparala.
[2] ” ElectricalSafetyMythsandFactsCopyrightMaterial”IEEEPaperNo.ESW–March2013
[3]“ElectricLineManSafetywithPasswordBasedCircuitBreakerandIntimationofHTWireSa
gusingGSM”by;PramodM.Murari,MahabalV.Kinnerkar,PrashantS.Koppa,VishalS.Kambl
e,RashmithaR.Mendan.
[4]“PasswordbasedCircuitBreakerusingGSMModuleforWiremanSafety”by;Mr.DilipD.Ga
ikawad, Mr.Akshay P. Awari, Mr. Yugal M. Mahajan, Mr.Yuvraj G.Kharde, Mr.Rushikesh
R.Deshmuk
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8. High Roof Dry Dust Collector Machine
Name of Student:
1. Contractor Asifali
2. Prachi Bedis
Year: BE 2019-20

Title: High Roof Dry Dust Collector Machine
Sponsored Project BE Instrumentation and Control:
Success Story
BE 2019-20 Students Contractor Asifali and Prachi Bedis worked hard for
the sponsored project by Sneh Enterprises named ‘HIGH ROOF DRY DUST
COLLECTOR MACHINE’. The challenge was to create a machine that will
collect dry dust from about 15 meters from industrial roof-tops. The
machine was expected to move on wheels. These two students did it
successfully! Contractor worked very smart and hard and prepared the
assembly to hold the very high speed vacuum motor on wooden part.
Department wishes both of them a great success! KBT COE Workshop
and staff helped them very much.
Components used:
Base unit: This base unit is designed in auto-cad _rst and then made up
of iron angels and GI metal sheets, which moves on wheels joined at
base. This wheel of base unitis propelled by a handle which moves the
base unit forward and reverse respectively and turn using handle. The
doors are been designed and made in the base unit. For proper space
utilization and to preserve special attachments of the system.
Vacuum impeller: The vacuum impeller is a vacuum generating motor
with 23000 rpm @ 230VAC 50Hz 1300watt. Such two impeller are been
used to balance the required suction pressure.
Vacuum Filter cloth: Vacuum filter is a 5-micron filter cloth used here to
resist and to avoid the dust to enter the vacuum impeller. Dust collecting
up to 70L and in which the dust chambers: The dust collecting chamber
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is a cylindrical drum of capacity Vacuum pipes: Flexible pipes, Nonflexible pipes

Figure 1 Impeller assembly with dust collector drum.
Figure: Successful primary testing.
Mr. Prashant Pnade of Sneh Enterprises spnsorred this project. KBT COE is grateful to Sneh Enterprises for
supporting students to achieve success.

9. Industrial Robots for Painting Applications
Name of Student:
1. Triveni Yawalkar
Year: SE 2019-20
Title: Industrial Robots for Painting Applications
Industrial paint robots have been used for decades in automotive paint
applications. Early paint robots were hydraulic versions - which are still
in use today but are of inferior quality and safety - to the latest electronic
offerings. The newest robots are accurate and deliver results with uniform
film builds and exact thicknesses.
Originally industrial paint robots were large and expensive, but robot
prices have come down to the point that general industry can now afford
Technical Magazine
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the same level
manufacturers.

of

automation

used

by

the

large

automotive

The selection of modern paint robot varies much more in size and payload
to allow many configurations for painting items of all sizes.
Robot for painting is one of the earliest applications for industrial robot,
however, the precision and finishing for the painting is an important issue
for any painting job. Industrial robot is widely used in small and medium
workshops, however, the robot cooperating with other devices are
important aspect for achieving the full autonomous system
Painting robots generally have five or six axis motion, three for the base
motions and up to three for applicator orientation. These robots can be
used in any explosion hazard Class 1 Division 1 environment.
Painting Robots have been around since at least 1985.The main use of
these robots was found in the automotive industry, but the concept of
what a painting robot is capable of has been expanded by many people.
Industrial robots, including painting ones, were created to keep people
out of "dangerous" jobs as well as increase productivity. Since their
creation, robots have been working side by side with people in
manufacturing companies.
In recent years, the painting robot has evolved past industrial use; many
inventors have taken on the idea of creating robots that can create works
of art, rather than paint in just a solid color. Besides making them more
creative, others have looked for ways to make the robots affordable and
accessible for commercial use in places such as interior wall painting
NEED OF ROBOTICS
• An employee’s initially see robots as a threat to their employment. In
the case of many spray chemistry situations, the benefits of moving
the robot in and the person out far outstrip the disadvantages. In most
cases the employee is moved to a safer, more rewarding position.
• The robot can be a great tool, but it is only a tool. The most common
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mistake is assuming that the robot is a paint expert. It is not. The
expertise comes from support staff who keep the robot calibrated and
at optimum functionality. With the combination of well trained staff
and maintained robots, it will be very possible to increase quality and
throughput while reducing cost and being a better corporate citizen.
Benefits
Quality and paint savings
• Increased and more consistent product qualities are the most widely
regarded advantages gained by robotic automation of all types. For
painting and coating robots the most complete analysis must dig deeper
as the quality improvement cascades through the entire production
system.
• An industry standard assumption is that a paint savings of 15 to 30% is
achieved when manual painters are replaced by automation. This savings
is achieved in two primary areas

10. Use of SMART Thermometer’s to detect the
COVID-19 probable Hotspot: An Example of IOMT
Application
Name of Faculty: Mr. S.B.Lukare
(Department of Instrumentation and Control)
Year: 2019-20
Title: Use of SMART Thermometer’s to detect the COVID-19 probable
Hotspot: An Example of IOMT Application
The unprecedented outbreak of the 2019 novel coronavirus, termed
as COVID-19 by the World Health Organization (WHO). The most common
symptoms of COVID-19 are Fever-87.9%, Dry cough 67.7%, Fatigue
38.1% and Sputum Production 33.4%. Question arises is there any
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technology which can identify the symptoms of COVID-19 and detect the
probable number of person(s) being infected with novel coronavirus.
The Internet of Medical Things (IoMT), also referred to as the healthcare
IoT, is a combination of medical devices and software applications
offering extensive healthcare services, that are connected to the
healthcare IT systems. Applications of IoMT includes monitoring patients
from a remote location, tracking medication orders, and using wearable’s
to transmit health information to the concerned health care professionals.
The use of SMART Thermometers now a day is partial answer to detect
the person(s) being infected with novel coronavirus and hence the
probable Hotspot. Eight years ago, a US health technology company
named Kinsa had launched internet-connected thermometers to screen
people for high fevers. Although these thermometers were initially
developed to track the common flu, they are, nevertheless, proving to be
highly useful in identifying the potential COVID-19 clusters throughout
the USA. Following the COVID-19 outbreak, Kinsa Health has deployed
more than a million smart thermometers to households in various cities
of the USA. These thermometers are linked to a mobile application, which
allows them to transmit their readings to the company immediately. This
data is used by Kinsa to generate daily maps showing which of the US
regions are witnessing an increase in high fevers, hereby allowing the US
authorities to identify potential hotspots. If such developments are
possible within Indian Governments Aarogya Setu App it could be an
additional feature.
REFERENCES:
[1] https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019
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[2] https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?arnumber=9086010
[3] https://www.mygov.in/aarogya-setu-app/

11. Challenges and Opportunities in front of the
Entrepreneurs and Researchers
Name of Faculty: Abhijit Kulkarni
(Department of Instrumentation and Control)
Year: 2019-20
Title: Challenges and Opportunities in front of the Entrepreneurs and
Researchers
Government of India has allocated Rs. 3.37 lakh crore as the defense
budget for 2020-21 [1]. India imports 70% (by value) of its defense
hardware (aircrafts, ships, submarines, missiles) mainly from Russia,
Japan, Israel and United States [2]. On positive side Arms and
Ammunition, Weapon Spares, Chemicals & Explosives, Parachutes,
Leather and Clothing items are being exported to more than 30 countries
world-wide e.g. Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh,
Germany, Belgium, Turkey, Egypt, Oman, Israel, Kenya, Nigeria,
Botswana, Chile, Surinam and USA [3]. There are about 43 different subcenters that requires a diversified list of systems/ components all over
India. For example Optoelectronic Factory is at Uttaranchal. This unit
requires about 80 different components / parts in different quantity. The
weapons procurement and qualitative requirements are mentioned on
[4]. Eligibility criteria for Indian Private Firms as Production Agency (PA)
is given in [5]. The list of sixty-six vendors associated with DGQA
(Directorate General of Quality Assurance) is in [6].
IAF Simulator is available at [7]. Flightradar24 is a global flight tracking
service that provides you with real-time information about thousands of
aircraft around the world. Some of very interesting research articles are
available at [8], [9]. Some of very interesting research articles are
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available at [8], [9]. Cascaded PID loops are discussed for collision
avoidance controller in [8] for Octocopter that are MIMO (Multi Input Multi
Output) systems and have on-board flight controller to maintain flight
stability. In [9], Guidance and Control Missiles and such nine very
advanced topics are discussed.
Flightradar24 [10] tracks 180,000+ flights, from 1,200+ airlines, flying
to or from 4,000+ airports around the world in real time. Service is
currently available online and for iOS or Android device. Lastly for the
sake of Information Control Engineering Practice Awards associated with
IFAC (International Federation of Automatic Control) are mentioned in
[11].

REFERENCES:
[1]https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/defence/marginalincrease-indefence-budgetcouldmarnewacquisitions/articleshow/73839394.cms
[2] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defence_industry_of_India
[3] https://164.100.77.100/pages/customers (Website of Ordnance Factory Board :
OFB)
[4]https://idsa.in/strategicanalysis/WeaponsProcurementQualitativeRequirementsand
TransparencyinEvaluation_msuman_1006
[5] 2019-06-18-122817 Eligibility Criteria for IPF.pdf
[6] http://www.dgqadefence.gov.in/vendor-management
[7] https://indianairforce.nic.in/download
[8] https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/author/37691931400
[9] http://aero.iisc.ac.in/people/radhakantpadhi/?page_id=2
[10] https://www.flightradar24.com/20,77/8
[11] http://a2c2.org/awards/control-engineering-practice-award
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12. Sliding Mode Control Approach in Instrumentation
Name of Faculty: Mr. Y. P. Patil
(Department of Instrumentation & Control)
Year: 2019-20
Title: Sliding Mode Control Approach in Instrumentation
One of the methods used to solve control problems are the sliding mode
techniques [1]. These techniques are generating greater interest [2]. In
the formulation of any control problem there will be typical discrepancies
between the actual plant and the mathematical model developed for the
controller design. This mismatch may be due to unmodelled dynamics,
variation in system parameters or the approximation of complex plant
behavior by a straightforward model. The engineer must ensure the
practical applicability of the resulting controller to produce the required
performance levels despite such plant /model mismatches. This has led
to an intense interest in the development of robust control methods to
solve this problem. One particular approach to robust controller design is
the sliding mode control methodology.
One of the most intriguing aspects of the sliding mode is the
discontinuous nature of the control action. The primary function of each
of the feedback channels is to switch between two distinctively different
system structures (or components) such that a new type of system
motion called the sliding mode exists in a manifold. This peculiar system
characteristic is claimed to result in superb system performance which
includes insensitivity to parameter variations and complete rejection of
disturbances.
Sliding mode control is a specific type of variable structure control. The
control systems are designed to drive and then constrain the system state
to lie within a neighborhood of the switching function. There are two main
advantages to this approach. Firstly, the dynamic behavior of the system
may be tailored by the particular choice of switching function. Secondly,
the closed-loop response becomes totally insensitive to a particular class
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of uncertainty. The latter invariance property clearly makes the
methodology appropriate for robust control. Additionally, the ability to
specify performance directly makes the sliding mode control attractive
from the design perspective.
The sliding mode design approach consists of two components. The first
involves the design of a switching function so that the sliding motion
satisfies design specifications. The second is concerned with the selection
of a control law to make the switching function attractive to the system
state. Note that this control law is not necessarily discontinuous.
The chattering phenomenon is generally perceived as a motion which
oscillates about the sliding manifold. There are two possible mechanisms
which produce such a motion. Firstly, in the absence of switching nonidealities such as delays, i.e., the switching device is switching ideally at
an infinite frequency, the presence of a parasitic dynamics in series with
the plant causes a small amplitude high frequency oscillation to appear in
the neighborhood of the sliding manifold. These parasitic dynamics
represent the fast actuator and sensor dynamics. Secondly, the switching
non-idealities alone can cause such high-frequency oscillations.
REFERENCES:
[1] Edwards, C.: Sliding mode control using only output information. In: IEE
Colloquium on Robust Control: Theory, Software and Applications. Institution of
Engineering and Technology (IET) (1997)
[2] Liu, J., Wang, X.: Advanced Sliding Mode Control for Mechanical Systems, Springer
Berlin Heidelberg (2011)
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13. Multi Cloud Storage
Name of Student:
1. Rutuja Tushar Bharambe
Year: SE 2019-20
Title: Multi Cloud Storage
In Existing system there is greater privacy and security issues of data. To
overcome that problem of companies, organization use “Cloud
computing”.
“Cloud Computing” is virtual cloud that use for data storing
purpose. Use of Cloud Computing has increased rapidly in many
organizations. These Cloud services provides fast access to their
application. Cloud provides address privacy and security issues as the
matter of high priority. Ensuring the security of Cloud Computing is major
in Cloud Computing environment, as user store important information
with Cloud storage providers but these providers maybe untrusted. There
are various “Single Cloud” such as service availability failure and
possibility that there are malicious insiders in a “Single Cloud”. Hence, it
is very difficult to keep data secure in Cloud. So, in recent years, some
organization has been moved towards the “Multi Cloud” or “Cloud of
Clouds”.
So, what is “Multi Cloud”? Multi Cloud is a strategy in which
organization holds or uses the two or more Cloud Computing platform to
perform various tasks. Some organization that do not want to depend on
a “Single Cloud” they choose this “Multi Cloud” to make their organization
strong and secure. A “Multi Cloud” technique may refer to the
combination of Software as Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS),
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Models. Which can help to secure data
on various platform. It may also refer to use some Private and Public
Clouds.
The use of “Multi Cloud” providers to maintain security and the
ability to reduce the security risks that affect Cloud Computing users. The
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advantage of “Multi Cloud” is that, it always have the availability and high
support and also it protects against the unauthorized users.
REFERENCES:
[1]Book, Building a Multi-Cloud Strategy, by Bernard Golden
[2] https://www.citrix.com
[3] https://www.avinetworks.com

14. Interfacing of Arduino with LED and LDR
Name of Faculty: Mr. Nikam Satish D.
(Department of Instrumentation & Control)
Year: 2019-20
Title: Interfacing of Arduino with LED and LDR
Arduino is open-source, both in its software and hardware specification
so we can use Arduino for our different applications. It consists of both a
physical programmable circuit board and a software, or IDE (Integrated
Development Environment) that runs on your computer, where you can
write and upload the computer code to the physical board. Arduino allows
users a simple way to creating interactive projects that can take input
from different sensors, and control physical outputs like lights, motors
and different actuators.
To understand the working of Arduino I have develop one simple
application here with the help of Arduino which lights an LED when light
intensity in the room is less than a certain level. To sense the light in a
room I used here a photo resistor to get the input for Arduino.
First we make the connection of LDR with the help of 1KΩ resistor which
makes a voltage divider circuit. And output of LDR is connected to the
Analog pin A0 of an Arduino. LED is connected to the Digital output pin
number 13 through the 230Ω resistor which is acting as a current limiting
resistor as shown in the below figure.
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After hardware connection I made programming such that if the light
intensity sense by the LDR is less than the threshold level which I have
set, Controller (Arduino) turns LED ON. And if the intensity of the light
sense by LDR is more than the threshold level Controller turns OFF the
LED. This circuit I have implement on the web base simulator
https://www.tinkercad.com And I have recorded and uploaded the video
on
the
link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mECSgEJdBw&feature=emb_logo
Applications:
We can use this system to save the power by making the lights ON and
OFF as per the surrounding conditions which is sense by the LDR.
REFERENCES:
[1] https://www.coursera.org
[2] https://www.tinkercad.com

15. Robotics: In Welding
Name of Student: Jadhav Damini
Year: TE 2019-20
Title: Robotics: In Welding
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Welding: It is a process where two materials are fused together through
heating, intermixing, and then cooling the materials and a filler to form a
strong join.
TYPES OF WELDING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MIG - Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW)
TIG - Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW)
Stick - Shielded Metal Arc Welding (SMAW)
Flux-Cored Arc Welding (FCAW)
Energy Beam Welding (EBW)
Atomic Hydrogen Welding (AHW)
Gas Tungsten-Arc Welding
Plasma Arc Welding

From arc welding to spot welding, new and used welding robots are
typically used in welding processes where the weld required is repetitive,
quality and speed are crucial. Robotic welding is an automated process
that increases efficiency, consistency, and ROI.

Advantages of robotic welding over manual welding
•
•
•
•

Takes Less Time
Cuts the Cost of Direct Labour & Safety
Conserve Materials
Greater Productivity, Yields, & Throughput
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• Highly Precise and Accurate Welds
• Flexibility
Human errors in welding
• Broken Welds
• Improper Weld Preparation
• Improper Preheat or Interpass Temperature Control
• Slag Inclusion
• Weld Porosity
COBOTS: Human Robot Interaction
Will You Be Replaced By A Robot?
Robots will always be tool for humans, rather than replacements.

With all this automation, many welders are worried their jobs are on the
line. This fear isn’t unfounded. Two centuries ago, almost every aspect of
the manufacturing process was carried out with human hands. Today,
assembly lines are up to 98% automated by machines. How long until
we’re all being replaced by the Weldinators? Turns out for most of us,
we’ve got quite long time until we need to worry. That isn’t just opinion
either. Here’s the main reasons why robots won’t replace welders any
time soon -
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Creativity
Flexibility
Trend
Leadership

REFERENCES:
[1]https://www.robots.com/articles/what-are-the-advantages-of-robot-welding-overmanual-welding
[2]https://weldingchamps.com/types-of-welding-processes/
[3] https://www.kuka.com/en-de/future-production/human-robot-collaboration

16. REFORMING BUSINESS PROCESSES WITH
ROBOTIC AUTOMATION
Name of Student:
1. Varada Joshi
Year: SE 2019-20
Title: Reforming Business Processes with Robotic Automation
Definition:
Robotic process automation (or RPA) is a form of business process
automation technology based on software robots or on artificial
intelligence (AI).
Robotic Process Automation is the technology that allows anyone today
to configure computer software, to emulate and integrate the actions of
a human interacting within digital systems to execute a process. RPA
robots utilize the user interface to capture data and manipulate
applications just like humans hence they can be used as an alternative
for better results. They interpret, trigger responses and communicate
with other systems in order to perform on a various kind of repetitive
tasks.
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In simple language: Let’s Imagine a robot sitting in front of a computer
looking at the same applications and performing the same keystrokes as
a person would. Physical robots are not involved here as we use
software’s and program a particular task to be done and hence the tasks
can be done with higher efficiency and also in less amount of time
Working as a virtual business assistant, bots complete difficult tasks so
that the employees can get more free time to work on more creative
ideas. It offers even non-technical employees the tools to control and
work with software robots as only the proper knowledge or training of a
particular software is required to control a certain process. This also
increases employment opportunities.
The benefits of robotic automation include decreased cost; more
speed, accuracy, and consistency; improvement in quality and
scalability of production. Automation can secure sensitive data
and financial services
The business benefits of RPA include:
Less technical barriers: Programming and technical skills are not
necessary to configure a software robot. The drag and drop process can
be used by any non-technical staff and a bot can be set up.
More accuracy: Bots are extremely accurate and consistent – they are
much less prone to making mistakes or typos than a human worker. This
can apply to common processes such as provisioning or de-provisioning
user accounts, copying information from one system to another,
onboarding and off-boarding employees or populating a form based on
information from another system.
Meeting regulatory compliance standards: Bots only follow the
instructions they have been configured to follow. With this technology we
can also restore the past actions of bots. May the compliance standards
be strict, these robots can match up to them easily.
No interruption of work: Operations can be performed 24/7 as
software bots can work tirelessly and autonomously without requiring
staff to manually trigger bots to initiate business processes.
Existing systems are not disturbed: The most important advantage of
this technology is that there is no need to disturb the underlying systems
for the installation of RPA, unlike the traditional robots. Robots work
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similar to a human across the presentation layer of existing applications.
This is more useful for legacy systems, where APIs may not be available,
or in situations where integration with existing applications is not
developed on a deep level by the organizations.
Improved employee morale and employee experience: Employees
will have more time to invest their talents in more engaging and strategic
work. Bots enable workers to offload manual tasks like filling out forms,
data entry and looking up information from websites, so workers can
focus on strategic, revenue-producing activities.
More productivity: cycle times are more efficient and can be completed
at a faster speed compared to manual processes.

The future of Robotic Process Automation:
According to Harvard Business Review, RPA adopting groups have
promised their employees that this won’t result into layoffs. Instead,
workers have been given the opportunity to do more creative and
interesting work. One academic study highlighted that some workers
embraced automation technology and also considered the working robots
as their team mates and also completed various kinds of tasks with their
help .The same study highlighted that, using RPA’s in such a way that it
won’t cause layoffs and also would encourage the existing workers to
generate more ideas can bring more productivity to the organization.
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After some time, organizations that are as of now utilizing RPA will search
for various approaches to use automation technology to be more
effective, with the conventional act of outsourcing operational tasks to
low-cost regions. This practice, known as Robo-sourcing, will see
programmers, program robots developers to outsource certain tasks from
various other robots. Due to this it becomes simple and fast to complete
different processes in a given time and also it provides a sense of job
satisfaction to the employees as they can give more and more time to
generate ideas and creative projects.
The new level of automation will be unlocked when machine learning
abilities and artificial intelligence become smart and independent enough
to deploy RPA intelligently. So, to take a look at automation as the most
important thing in the world is to miss the big plan, one where automation
is just a single part of achieving process excellence. Robotic process
automation can hence give us broader vision, intelligent optimization, and
a direct impact on overarching business outcomes.
REFERENCES:
[1]Professor Mary Lacity, “Robotic Process Automation at Telefónica O2”, Copyright ©
April 2015Mary Lacity, Leslie Willcocks and Andrew Craig. All Rights ReservedV2 2017
[2]https://www.ibm.com/in-en/automation/rpa
[3]https://www.computersi.com/solutions/robotic-process-automation-rpa/

17. Quadruple Tank Level Control
Name of Student:
1. Damini Jadhav
2. Mayuri Narkhede
Year: TE 2019-20
Title: Quadruple Tank Level Control
Introduction
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This could use at least two control loops and is one of the multi-variable
laboratory processes with our interconnected water tanks. We have
developed a Four Level Tank Cascade Control System. This
process
is ideal for illustrating multivariable control concept. It is also used in
various chemical process industry plants.

Four Tank Level Control
Automatic level controllers are a product that was created to
automatically control a motor, which helps to ensure a constant reserve
of water in a storage tank. These automatic water level controllers are
used to automatically fill the over-head tank when it starts or has become
empty as well as monitor the water level in it.
Automatic water level controllers switch the motor on whenever the water
level drops below a certain level and shuts the motor off when the water
rises well above a fixed level. The motor will also switch off when the
sump water is exhausted before it fills the over-head tank, or if the pump
is running dry as well as maintains voltage fluctuations. These are state
of the art advanced, digital technology micro-controller based products.
This system is quite versatile. There are also custom made variations such
as control of multiple pumps or multiple tanks.
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Working Principle
Both the motors are continuously in the running state. The digital float
sensor gives the indication of the water level in the tank. When the level
sensor provides low output the solenoid valve gets on and the water fall
inside the tank through solenoid valve. When the level sensor provides
high output the solenoid valves closes and the drain valve opens and the
excess water is drain into the sump tank. This process is same for
remaining three level tanks having digital float sensor.
For capacitive level sensor tank the output of the level sensor is connected
to the PLC. According to the reference the level of the tank is control.
Complete process is Control using PLC.
Components Used In Simulink
Name of the Components

No. of Components
Used

Water Tanks
Capacitive Level Sensor

4
1

Digital Float Sensor

6

Solenoid Valve

8

Pumps
Reservoir Tank

2
1

S7-1200 PLC

1
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Advantages of Water Level Controls
There are many advantages of water level controls, also known also water
level indicators, including:
• Power Saver
• Money Saver
• Automatic
• Water Maximization
• Reliable Electronic Design
Applications of Four Level Tank controller
• Chemical Industries
• Fuel tank level gauging
• Oil tank level control
• Petroleum Industries
• Pool water level control
• Cooling tower water level control
REFERENCES:
[1]https://support.industry.siemens.com/cs/document/109745153/simatic-step-7including-plcsim-v14-sp1-trial-download-?dti=0&lc=en-WW
[2]https://support.industry.siemens.com/cs/document/109746074/servicepack-1for- simatic-wincc-v14-engineering-(-incl-trial-)-?dti=0&lc=en-WW
[3]https://waterlevelcontrols.com/water-level-control-advantages-disadvantages
[4]www.sapcon.in
[5]www.sapconinstruments.com
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18. Automatic Air Inflation Unit
Name of Student:
1. Mr. Gunjal Mahendra Balasaheb
2. Mr. Jadhav Nishant Sunil
3. Mr. Patil Yogesh Jagdish
Year: BE 2019-20
Title: Automatic Air Inflation Unit
Air inflation unit is the unit from which we can supply desire pressure into
the tire. It is the provision to deliver accurate tire pressure with no
wastage. By using this unit, Vehicles user can sets the desired value of
tire pressure and the machine has to complete the task.
Under or over inflated tires adversely affects the stability of vehicles. The
under inflated tires may become extremely hot during operation, leading
to tire blasts. Over inflated tires reduces the traction and tire contact area
with the road surface. It is generally the vehicles user responsibility to
ensure the tire inflation pressure is set and maintained to the required
value.
Air inflation unit is the unit from which we can supply desire pressure into
the tire. It is the provision to deliver accurate tire pressure with no
wastage. By using this unit, vehicles user can sets the desired value of
tire pressure and the machine has to complete the task.
The inflation process solely reliant on the accuracy and performance of
air inflation unit. The user sets the pre-defined pressure into the system
and connects the inflator to the tire. When the operation is complete, the
system sends an indication to the use to disconnect the tire from the
inflating system.
In general this air inflation units have following features:
1. Two digital readouts one for set pressure and other for tire pressure
2. LCD display with back light to provide good visibility
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3. Audible and visual end of the cycle signal indicators
4. Soft touch membrane keys
5. Automatic tire sensing

Fig. 1. Flow chart of operation.

For the solution to this problem Automatic Air Inflation Unit is used which
can inflate 0.3 psi air pressure with accuracy of +/- 0.1 psi into tube of
tire. Automatic Air Inflation Unit make the use of microcontroller Atmel
AT89S52 with assembly language program to monitor the air pressure
which has to be inflate into tire. By using this unit we can improve inflation
cycle time with great accuracy and decrease the human effort at some
extent.
REFERENCES:
[1] Gayan Kahandawa, T. A. Choudhury, M. Yousef Ibrahim, Pavel Dzitac, Abdul Md
Mazid "New Arti_cial Intelligence based Tire Size Identi_cation for Fast and Safe
Inating Cycle"
[2] T. A. Choudhury, Gayan Kahandawa, M. Yousef Ibrahim, Pavel Dzitac, Abdul Md
Mazid,Z. Man "Novel Tire Inating System using Extreme Learning Machine
Algorithm for E_cient Tire Identi_cation"
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19. Top five programming languages of 2020…You
have to know...
Name of Student:
1. Ruchita S. Baviskar
Year: SE 2019-20
Title: Top five programming languages of 2020…You have to know...
A programming language is a type of written language that
tells computers what to do in order to work. A programming language is
like a set of instructions that the computer follows to do something. We
can use programming language to develop a software, web application,
mobile application, game development, distributed systems…and many
more
Computer programming is very important skill to learn in today’s
world

Here I will list programming languages based on the following criteria:
• Increasing popularity
• The job market.
• Overall productivity.
1. Python

In 1990’s Guido van Rossum develop python, it is an interpreter, highlevel, general purpose programming language. It is widely accepted as
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the best programming language to learn first. Python is fast, easy-to-use,
and easy-to-deploy programming language that is being widely used to
develop scalable web applications. Python provides excellent library
support and has a large developer community.
Python has focused on developer experience and tried to lower the
barrier to programming so that school kids can also write productiongrade code.
Job opportunity: Huge! 5 out of 5
2. JavaScript

In 1995 Brendan each develop JavaScript, it took each only 10 days to
develop a scripting language, and JavaScript is the “frontend”
programming language. JavaScript is widely used to design interactive
frontend applications. For instance, when you click on a button which
opens up a popup, the logic is implemented via JavaScript. Today,
JavaScript is one of the most widely used programming languages in the
world and runs on virtually everywhere: Browsers, Servers, Mobile
Devices, Cloud, Containers, and Micro-controllers.
Job opportunity: Huge! 5 out of 5
3. Java:

In 1995 java is develop by James Gosling, James Gosling and his team
in Sun lowered the barrier to develop business applications by offering a
much simpler, object-oriented, interpreted programming language that
also supports Multi-threading programming.
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If you are looking for a development based job at a large organization,
Java is the language that you should learn. Java is also widely used in
Android App Development. Google has created an excellent Java-based
Android development framework - Android Studio for developing android
applications.
Java is still the number one programming language for enterprises.
Job opportunity: Huge! 4.5 Out of 5.
4. C#

C# is a general-purpose programming language developed by
Microsoft. C# is widely used for backend programming, building games
(using Unity), building Window mobile phone apps and lots of other use
cases.
Microsoft developed C# as a faster and more secure variant of C. It is
fully integrated with Microsoft’s .NET software framework, which supports
the development of applications for Windows, browser plug-ins, and
mobile devices. C# offers shared codebases, a large code library, and a
variety of data types.
Job opportunity: 2.5 out of 5
5. C/C++

C/C++ is mother of all programming languages, if you are expert in
these two languages you can easily learn any other programming
language. Almost all low-level systems such as operating systems, file
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systems, etc are written in C/C++.
If you wish to be a system-level programmer, C/C++ is the language
you should learn. C++ is also widely used by competitive programmers
owing to the fact that it is extremely fast and stable.
Job opportunity: Moderate! 3.5 Out of 5.
REFERENCE:
[1]https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Programming_language
[2]https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Python_(programming_language)

20. Use of Digital Technology/Solutions to Help
COVID-19 Outbreak
Name of Faculty: Mr.S.R.Pandit
(Department of Instrumentation & Control)
Year: 2019-20
Title: Use of digital technology/Solutions to help COVID-19 Outbreak
COVID-19, an infectious disease caused by the novel severe acute
respiratory syndrome. Coronavirus is a global pandemic. Digital health
technology can facilitate pandemic strategy. It’s a need to develop Covid19 technology solutions to help prevent, mitigate and contain the COVID19 outbreak. Machine Learning, Computer Vision and connected devices
are good platforms to handle such diseases.
Hotspot Zone Detection using Computer Vision:
The frequency of people touching any particular objects like Gate,
handles, railings, etc. can be captured by CCTV cameras, and moment
the frequency of touching the particular object crosses a certain limit,
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alert can be sent to the concern authorities to sanitize the area and avoid
the spreading of Covid-19.
Remote Monitoring:
An Internet Protocol camera, or IP camera, is a type of digital video
camera that receives control data and sends image data via an IP
network. With the help of IP Cameras, one can track the missing people,
Quarantined people location, thereby enabling Remote Monitoring. IP
Cameras can also detect the presence of individuals within the quarantine
centers through Facial Recognition system. If a particular individual is not
seen at a particular location, alert can be send to the concern person and
authorities.
Social Distance alert using digital technology:
Social distancing computer vision system check whether people are
following the social distancing while roaming or marketing. It checks the
distance/gap between two persons using IP cameras and AI network. If
the social distancing is not obeyed, an alert/alarm is generated through
speaker warning the particular mob to follow social distancing.
Telemetry/Telemedicine/Teleconferencing:
Telemedicine involves using telecommunication technology to provide
healthcare remotely. Telemedicine uses software for assessing patient
health remotely by the doctor through video conferencing, It connects
patient with doctors. Physician can actually see the patient, visually
diagnose a condition, and document the encounter. Telemedicine
software now connects physicians and patients through two way video,
or allows sharing of photos or recorded video. With this visual data and
better communication with the patient, telemedicine visits can provide a
real alternative to in-person visits.
Contactless Attendance System:
Contactless biometric system is a machine that analyzes the facial
expressions, such as eyes, ears, cheeks, and other facial aspects
automatically. With the help of this technology, it is much easier for
the time attendance system to capture the images and matching them
with the database becomes easier. The system is capable to authenticate
the face
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Face Mask Detection:
Using computer vision, Face Mask Detection System can detect people
without masks. It uses existing IP cameras to monitor individuals and
identify if they are not wearing a mask. It can be used in Hospitals, Office,
and Quarantine Facilities to ensure that people are taking required actions
to prevent COVID-19 infection.
Use of Robots:

Healthcare workers are among the most vulnerable to the
novel coronavirus owing to their proximity to infected patients. Humanoid
robots are examining patients and doing other procedures, thereby
reducing their exposure to the virus and paving the way for the use of
machine in the Covid-19 fight. Right from disinfecting floors, carrying out
temperature checks to arranging a video call with doctors in case of an
emergency, the robots in Indian hospitals are doing all this and much
more.
REFERENCES:
[1]https://www.thelancet.com/action/showPdf?pii=S2589-7500%2820%2930142-4
[2] https://www.leewayhertz.com/covid-19-technology-solutions/
[3] https://evisit.com/resources/telemedicine-software/
[4]https://indianexpress.com/article/lifestyle/health/covid-19-coronavirus-robotshospital-humanoid-robots-are-here-to-help-doctors-diagnose-patients-6497840/
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21. Experimental Safety Vehicle by Mercedes-Benz
(ESF 2019)
Name of Student:
1. Joshi Nishant Nandkumar
Year: B.E. _2019-20
Title: Experimental Safety Vehicle by Mercedes-Benz (ESF 2019)
INTRODUCTION:
In this article we take a look at Mercedes ESF 2019 which is pioneer of
introducing new technologies in cars and their DIALMER AG TRUCKS
Electric drive systems and autonomous driving are latest technologies for the
mobility of the future. This leads to changes in the requirements for in-car
safety technology: firstly, much more flexible seating positions in the interior
of such vehicles require a different form of occupant protection. And secondly,
empathy and trust are central factors for the acceptance of self-driving
vehicles. Other road users must be able to recognize intuitively what an
automated vehicle intends to do, as in many situations there will be no driver
to communicate this.
With the new Experimental Safety Vehicle ESF 2019, Mercedes-Benz is
giving an insight into the ideas that the company's safety experts are
researching and working on. Among the one dozen or so innovations,
some are near-series developments and some look well into the future.
The ESF 2019 is based on the new Mercedes-Benz GLE, is capable of
automated driving in many situations and has a plug-in hybrid drive
system. In June 2019 the ESF 2019 will make its grand appearance before
experts at the ESV convention in Eindhoven (Netherlands). It will then
make its public appearance at the International Motor Show (IAA) in
Frankfurt in September 2019. In some respects the ESF 2019 is a preview
of what is to come, in others a vision and in yet others a contribution to
the general discussion, but it is also a tool for improved traffic safety in
the great tradition of Mercedes-Benz. More than one dozen innovations
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are included in this experimental safety vehicle for more protection to
passengers.

Features in ESF:
1. All-round driver safety: When the ESF 2019 is driving in automated
mode, the steering wheel and pedal cluster are retracted to reduce the
risk of injury during a crash. The greater interior flexibility requires new
ideas for restraint systems (seat-integrated belt) and airbags with
alternative installation spaces (driver airbag in the dashboard, integral
side bag in the side bolsters of the seat backrests). However, the ESF
2019 also has ideas for a manual driving mode: With daylight-like light
from the sun visor, vitalizing interior light can help to keep the driver
alert.
2. Cooperative communication with the environment: For people to gain
trust in the automated vehicle, they must immediately and intuitively be
able to recognize what it intends to do. In this respect the ESF 2019 takes
human road users very much into consideration. Its sensors not only keep
an eye on the traffic, it communicates in all directions and can also warn
other road users. The ESF 2019 is also equipped with the revolutionary
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headlamp technology DIGITAL LIGHT, with practically dazzle-free high
beam in HD quality and a resolution of more than two million pixels.
3. Child safety: With the child seat concept PRE-SAFE® Child, the seat
belt is preventively tensioned and side-mounted impact protection
elements are extended before a crash. Thanks to the tensioned belt, the
child is more firmly and accurately fixed in the seat while belt slack is
reduced. This considerably reduces the loads acting on the child.
Monitoring of seat installation and the child's vital signs are other
functions integrated into the seat.
4. Securing traffic hazards: The ESF 2019 shows how the scenes of
accidents or breakdowns could be secured more safely with innovations
such as a small robot that automatically emerges from the vehicle's rear
following an incident, and positions itself at the roadside as a warning
triangle. Other ideas are a warning triangle that folds out of the vehicle
roof at the same time, and the rear window as a communication surface.
5. New PRE-SAFE® functions: PRE-SAFE® Curve (which uses the belt
tensioner to warn the driver that he/she has possibly underestimated an
approaching bend) and PRE-SAFE® side lights with electro-luminescent
paint can defuse potentially hazardous situations. PRE-SAFE® Impulse
Rear is able to extend the protection of passengers and others involved
in an accident at the end of a traffic tailback.
6. Safety and comfort in the rear: An innovative rear airbag uses a special
new inflation concept to deploy and position the airbag. It has a special
tubular structure for this purpose. With belt-feeders, belt buckle
illumination, USB belt buckles and belt heating, the ESF 2019 implements
a number of ideas by which passengers on the rear seats might be
motivated to wear seat belts using new methods.
7. Active safety: Active Brake Assist with extended functions in the ESF
2019 provides additional protection, especially in potentially dangerous
traffic situations with unprotected road users. When turning, it now also
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detects pedestrians and cyclists moving in parallel to the original direction
of travel. If a collision with unprotected road users crossing the road into
which the vehicle is turning is imminent, the driver receives a visual and
audible warning. Autonomous braking is initiated if the driver fails to
react. The same also applies if there are any cyclists in the blind spot
when turning to the right. If there is a risk of collision with cross-traffic
when turning off or crossing a road, the system now prevents the driver
from moving off and, if necessary, stops the vehicle, including from
walking speed, by means of autonomous braking. The 360° pedestrian
protection system warns and assists while parking and maneuvering if
there is a risk of collision with more vulnerable road users (pedestrians,
cyclists), right up to autonomous braking.
CONCLUSION:
As a Mercedes Benz unveiled ESF 2019 it is a part of SAFE ROADS project
for India. In India rate of road accidents increases rapidly day by day this
car will take cares of all road users surround to it. Many times driving a
car for more than 4 hours is hectic job in such a situation autonomous
driving mode helps driver to get refresh. Child safety is another important
function of this car with PRE SAFE feature. PRE-SAFE Child can reduce
the
belt
slack
by
tightening
the
child
seat
belt.
REFERENCES:
[1] https://www.daimler.com/innovation/esf-2019-2.html
[2]https://www.mercedes-benz.com/en/innovation/safety-first-for-automateddriving/
[3]https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/auto/cars-uvs/mercedes-benzesf-2019-a-plug-in-hybrid-of-the-future-can-it-make-indian-roadssafer/articleshow/72180243.cms?from=mdr
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22. SELF BALANCING ROBOT
Name of Student:
1. Patra Vishal Viven
Year: T.E. _2019-20
Title: Self Balancing Robot
ABOUT
This article is based on development of a Self-Balancing Robot. This was
my mini project in TE which helped me learn a lot about PID tuning and
control mechanism. The reason behind making this project was to
understand the controller action and system dynamics. This article will
make sure that all the readers reading my article will get a clear overview
about my project and the various challenges I faced while making this
project. “This project work is totally done by me and the whole article is
self-written”. The main source of inspiration is the ‘Segway Robot’.
INTRODUCTION
Two-wheel self-balancing robots are able to achieve better mobility and
rotation in small spaces. For this reason, the two- wheel self-balancing
robot is generally used as a mobile robot platform. However, to maintain
its balance, the two wheeled robot needs to use movements of its two
wheels. When an unexpected disturbance affects the robot, the robot
maintains its balance with movements of the wheels and tilting of the
body. If the disturbance exceeds the response capability of the robot, the
robot will lose its stability. At the same time, the safety of the robot may
be put at risk by movements to maintain balance. When a disturbance is
applied to the robot, the disturbance is estimated and the control moment
gyroscope controller compensates the disturbance.
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EXISTING SYSTEM
Usually, the self-balancing robots use old tuning methods where it is
manually controlled by the user. The robot is manually controlled using
an Android Application with the help of Bluetooth. The Existing systems
are a bit outdated now and requires some additional functions like;
1) Stabilizing the robot by maintaining the proper upright position and
settling/stabilizing time.
2) Making the robot more responsive and balanced even in un-even
surfaces.
3) Necessity to tune properly all the controller settings and find some
really appropriate values to match it.
4) Appropriate control system for our working model so as to maintain
the proper relationship between system components and to setup fine
tune the controller.
1) BALANCING THE ROBOT
This is the very core problem we faced in our project and it’s called the
problem of inverted pendulum. Inverted pendulum is a classic problem in
dynamics and control theory and used as a benchmark for testing control
systems. The algorithm for balancing the robot was very simple. We get
the angle of the robot from the gyroscope and enter the error between
the measured angle and the set point to a PID-controller. Then the PIDcontroller calculates the needed speed the motors to move the pivot point
of the pendulum. The motors turn as the PID calculated and the robot
maintains its balance in upright position.
2) MAINTAINING ITS POSITION
So, now we have our robot balanced, using the angle data from the gyro
and a PID-controller. To make the robot stay in place, we first have to
know its position or like in this case, the distance it has travelled. To get
the data needed, we used motors that have also rotary encoders. From
the encoders we got the angular position data and from that we calculated
the distance robot has travelled, which we call the position error.
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To get the robot to stay in place we will have another PID-controller that
takes in the position error and by that it controls the angular set point
which previously has always been zero i.e. vertical) to move the robot
back to its original position.
HARDWARE USED

1) L298N Motor Driver IC
2) Arduino UNO R3
3) HC-05 Bluetooth Module
4) GY-521 Gyroscope
5) 6V 210RPM DC Encoder Motors
6) Lithium Polymer Battery
ADVANTAGES
1) Reduced traveling time
2) Requires less space
3) Efficient & productive
4) Low operating costs
5) Does not require timely calibration
CHALLENGES FACED
1) PID tuning sometimes became difficult
2) Proper balance ratio was hard to maintain depending upon surface
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APPLICATIONS
1) PCB Milling
2) Vinyl Cutting
3) Aerospace Applications
4) Private Operations
5) Spy Operations
FINAL ROBOT DESIGN

CONCLUSION:
This project helped us achieve the aim to balance a two-wheel selfbalanced robot. The control elements called Proportional Integral
Derivative controller helped us to control the trajectory of the robot which
also helped us to calculate error values.
The structure of robot & the hardware used where the most important
elements in our project which provided us the desired results and also,
we understood the fine tuning of controller and the use of other sensors
in our project.
REFERENCE:
[1]https://www.researchgate.net/publication/323258475_DESIGN_AND_IMPLEMENT
ATION_OF_A_SELF-BALANCING_ROBOT
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23. RFID Based Access Control
Name of Student:
1. Mr. Yash Sharad Shelke
2. Mr. Prajwal Pramod Joshi
3. Mr. Shirish Vasantrao More
Year: T.E. _2019-20
Title: RFID Based Access Control
Access control is the process of verifying a user's claimed identity and
giving or denying the access. The aim of the proposed system is to
construct a secure access control system to control the entry of various
items through a door or a passage using RFID technology. Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) systems will become pervasive in our
daily lives due to their low cost and easy to use characteristics. At the
very simplest level, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technologies
allow the transmission of a unique serial number wirelessly, using radio
waves. The two key parts of the system that are needed to do this are
the RFID 'tag' and the 'Reader'. The project is an automatic identiﬁcation
and authentication system which can be deployed at the doors of the
building to authenticate authorized people. The project aims to develop a
very low cost authentication system based on the low cost components
than those which are already available in the market. This approach not
only reduces the cost but also enhances the reliability and ease of
maintenance of the authentication system. The flexibility of the proposed
access control system makes itself suitable for various applications.
Working:
Firstly, RFID reader emits radio waves to obtain identifying information
from the tag. The RFID reader retrieve the information contains by tag as
it come in the range of 50 mm from reader. Secondly, the tag responds
by sending back its signals to the reader which is now acting as receiver.
Then, RFID Reader converts radio waves returned from the RFID tag into
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a form that can be passed on to microcontrollers, which can make use of
it. Microcontroller then verifies the tag information with the information
that was programmed in it. Finally, once the tag information verified, the
system generates a control signal through parallel port which controls the
opening and closing of door by means of actuator (Lock).

Circuit diagram
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24. Fault Tolerant Control for Wind Energy System
Name of Student: Dr. Ashwini K. Patil
(Department of Instrumentation & Control)
Year: 2019-20
Title: RFID Based Access Control
The demand of power has been increased as the technology has been
enhanced day by day. Electrical energy has become more expensive as
the fossil fuels, including coal, oil and natural gas are not generable. Wind
energy is world’s fastest growing renewable energy resources. High
capacity wind energy systems are mostly remotely located. The stochastic
wind creates various mechanical and electrical faults. It results not only
in reduced performance but also failure of the system. Though the regular
maintenance is scheduled for these systems, if fault occurs in between
two maintenance it may cause major failure of the system. The fault
tolerance control (FTC) systems for sensors make wind energy system to
work even though the fault occurs in sensors. There are two types of
alternate measurements used in FTC which can help the system to work
in case of sensor fault i.e. Physical or Analytic. The physical
measurements use additional redundant sensors which require extra
hardware. Analytical measurements arise from the use of logical
relationships describing dynamic interconnection among various system
components. So, no additional hardware faults are introduced which
make the system more reliable. Another benefit is analytic measurement
is cost-effectiveness than duplicating all susceptible components. The
estimation of these measurements by the model-based approach has
received more attention in recent research. Figure shows a structure of
fault tolerant control system. The two main blocks of this system are
diagnosis and controller redesign. The diagnosis block checks the
consistency of output with respect to input to the plant. The controller redesign block uses the fault information to adjust the controller at faulty
situation [1].
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Fault tolerant control system

The fault diagnosis consists of:
• Fault detection: This is useful in deciding whether fault has occurred
and when;
• Fault isolation: This helps in finding the location where fault has
occurred;
• Fault identification and fault estimation: This diagnosis helps
determine the type of fault and its estimation. It also helps determining
the severity of the fault.
REFERENCE:
[1] T. Esbensen and C. Sloth, “Fault Diagnosis and Fault-Tolerant Control of Wind
Turbines”, Master’s Thesis, Aalborg University, 2009
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25. Development of Automatic Vehicle Washing System
Name of Faculty: Ms. S.D.Tidme
(Department of Instrumentation & Control)
Year: 2019-20
Title: Development of Automatic Vehicle Washing System
Now are the days of automation. Keeping this in mind our
department students helped the technicians of ITI to wash the vehicle at
the service station using PLC based vehicle washing technique. This
technique made use of limit switches, motors for movement of top and
bottom gantry system. This concept was developed to reduce the human
efforts for washing the vehicle at the center. It helped to reduce the time
required for washing a vehicle and also cost for washing each vehicle.
This system was developed under the guidance of Dr. N.S. Patil and Ms.
Sujata Tidame. In this four AC motors and 14 limit switches for top and
bottom gantry movement were used. Logic development was done using
Siemens S7 1200 PLC. In future the same system can be equipped with
SCADA system.

Inuaguration Automatic Vehicle
washing
system
by
Hon.
Sarchitnis
Madam,
Shrimati.
Nilimatai Pawar and Principal,
Dr. N.S. Patil.

Demonstartion
of
Automatic
Vehicle washing system.

The said system was developed by Mr. Abhijeet Somase, Mr. Parag Sonar
and Mr. Ghoshan Chaudhari from B.E. Instrumentation and Control
Engineering. For this Dr. N.S.Patil and Mrs. S.D. Tidame provided time to
time support and guidance to these students at department level.
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